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Task № 1.  Choose the most suitable word to fill each space. 

A meteorite is a (1) … of rock which falls from the sky, and it can (2) … from a few grams to more 
than 60 tons. Scientists think that meteorites come from the asteroid (3) … between Mars and Jupiter. 

Morocco is a country (4) … many meteorites fall, and people called meteorite hunters search large 
areas to find them. Sometimes they spend months (5) … through the dunes until they find something. 
When they find a meteorite, they write all the details (6) … it into a technical card. They write exactly 
where they found it, and they (7) … a picture of the place. 

Meteorites are very important for scientists, but many meteorites end up in museums (8) … the 
world. In 2016, Abderrahmane Ibhi created (9) … university in Adagir, Morocco, where scientists study 
meteorites. They want meteorites to stay in Morocco because meteorites (10) … an important part of the 
country´s geology. 

1)  A place  B peace  C piece  D stone 
2)  A way   B weigh  C rate   D wait 
3) A ribbon  B ring   C district  D belt 
4)  A where  B which  C why   D that 
5)  A walk  B walking  C walked  D walken 
6)  A about  B for   C from   D to 
7)  A paint  B take   C edit   D gain 
8)  A with   B by   C in   D around 
9)  A --   B a   C an   D the  
10)  A take   B do   C are   D play 

 
Task № 2.  Put the words in bold into the correct form. 

1) A …Russia… man wanted a new sport to try.  
2) He was looking for new and ...excite... ways to get a thrill. 
3) Some people get a thrill out of ...perform... . 
4) He tried ...use... a car, a motorcycle and a snowmobile as new methods of snowboarding.  
5) However, the vehicles ...can... not get into the areas that he wanted to go. 
6) His desired areas held ...hide... dangers for people. 
7) Then he tried the same idea with horses and ...pioneer... horse-boarding.  
8) People tie ...oneself... to horses that then drag them through the snow. 
9) The horse-boarders do not plan to make money off of their ...invent... yet.  
10) For now, it is just ...horse... about!  

 
Task № 3.  Fill in the missing verbs in the Present Simple: be, blame, eat, favor, have, judge, make, 

play, put, shine. 
1) Never ... off until tomorrow what you can do today.   
2) A bad workman always ... his tools.   
3) Practice ... perfect. 



4) Make hay while the sun ... .   
5) A bird in hand ... worth two in the bush.  
6) Fortune ... the brave.   
7) A cat ... nine lives.   
8) Don’t ... a book by its cover.  
9) You can’t have your cake and ... it too.    
10) If you ... with fire, you’ll get burned.  

 
Task № 4.  Complete the given sentences with ‘make’ or ‘do’. 

1) After school, Alice began to ... dinner. 
2) There many dresses you can ... a choice. 
3) George might be able to ... a good job, but I doubt it. 
4) Kelly was selected to ... a speech.  
5) It’s Bill’s turn to ... the dishes. 
6) Talk to your parents before you ... anything hasty.  
7) She likes to ... yoga in bare feet. 
8) They will ... arrangements to meet again. 
9) This pill is supposed to ... me sleepy. 
10) She wants to ... business with Spanish companies. 

 
Task № 5.  Give antonyms (A-J) to the words (1-10) below.  

1 Complete A Arrive 
2 Cruel B Discord 
3 Dangerous C Kind 
4 Depart D Same 
5 Destroy E Many 
6 Different F Safe 
7 Gain G Apart 
8 Few H Loss 
9 Harmony I Incomplete 
10 Together J Create  
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